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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

For more than twenty five years* decision tables have 

been discussed* extended* and evaluated* Work on decision 

tables was taken up by a number of companies* including Gen

eral Electric Co** IBM* North American Aviation* and the 

Insurance Company of North America* Their efforts led to 

the development of decision table preprocessors* The use of 

a decision table preprocessor helps programmers produce pre

cise and erroi—free source programs [METZN77]* 

Data processing in commerce and industry today is pri

marily concerned with decisions based on conditional circum

stances* Maes indicates the importance of using decision 

tables as procedural decision techniques: 

Procedural decisions* i*e** decisions involving the 
application of laws* regulations* prescriptions •** 
constitute a tremendous amount of everyday decisions 
made in any kind of organization *** the application 
of the decision table technique* originating from 
computer programming* positively influences 
procedural decision making [MAES 81]* 

A decision—making problem can generally be described in 

three different ways* by use of narrative* flowcharts and 

decision tables* 



1* Narrative: Consider the following conditional 

statement* described using natural language in vari 

ous ways [YADAV82]: 

(a) Add A to B unless A is less than 8* in which 
case subtract A from B* 

(b) Add A to B; however* if A is less than B* the 
answer is the difference of A and B* 

(c) Add A to B* but subtract A from B where A is 
less than B* 

(d) The total is found by adding B to A* Notwith
standing the previous sentence* in the circum
stance where B is greater than A* the result is 
the difference between A and B* 

(e) The total is the sum of A and B; only when A is 
less than B should the difference be used as the 
total * 

All of these statements mean the same thing* 

Due to the variety and ambiguity that natural Eng

lish allows in describing things* using narrative as 

a means of transmitting complex conditional logic 

often fails in communication* There has been much 

concern from researchers that the narrative method 

in decision-making is inadequate [MAES 81]: 

It takes time for the decision maker to study the 
procedures before being able to make the decision 
or to draw the conclusion* Very often* the text 
is unclear and can be misunderstood* leading to 
wrong decisions or conclusions* Very often* the 
text is not exhaustive* i*e** does not treat all 



possible cases* and is hidden and contradictory 
in many places* which again entails poor decision 
making [MAES 81]* 

2* Flowcharts: Flowcharts are a traditional means of 

representing flow of logic* Historically* flowcharts 

and narrative have been used to structure the logic 

of a computer problem* They are all right as long as 

the problem remains simple and straightforword* 

Flowcharts are superior to narrative when the logic 

of a problem is complex* but there are drawbacks to 

its usage* Flowcharts are only a diagrammatic form 

of representing the flow of logic* It is hard to 

test and verify a flowchart using a computer program* 

since it is non-standardized in size and representa

tion [GIL0E83]* 

3* Decision Tables: Decision tables (OTs) have solved 

many of the problems associated with flowcharts* A 

DT is a compact notation for describing complex logic 

problems* It is simply a technique for recording a 

decision—making process* Decision tables and flow

charts are equally useful for conceptually represent

ing logic problems* Flowcharts lead one to adopt a 

sequential model of decision making—a test followed 

by one or more actions* then another test* and so on* 



Decision tables* on the other hand* require an 

overall analysis of the conditions that comprise a 

given problem and the effect of their various combi

nations on the solution* Because decision tables 

bear a strong resemblance to truth tables* we are 

able to systematically evaluate and verify the valid

ity and correctness of the logic of a DT [L0ND072]* 

Historical Perspective 

Tabular forms for computer programs and modules made 

their appearance in the late 1950s [HURLE83]* The idea of 

using decision tables for programming aids first appeared in 

the literature about the same time [M0NTA74]* It soon 

became apparent that the available methods of describing 

decisions—flowcharts* narratives and the like—were inade

quate for expressing complex logic* For this reason* the 

development of decision tables was encouraged* 

The primary emphasis of early research concentrated on 

the development of algorithms that could efficiently convert 

decision tables into computer programs in order to extend 

the usefulness of decision tables to computer users 

[MCDAN78]* The effort led to the development of decision 

table preprocessors (sometimes called decision table 

compilers)* A DT preprocessor operates on a decision 



table coded program to produce a high-level-language 

computer program* which can then be directed into an exist

ing compiler for that higher level language* The aim of 

developing DT preprocessors was to produce efficient and 

optimized computer source programs for decision-making prob

lems [POLLATla]* 

Table 1 shows the early development of decision table 

preprocessors* Figure I shows a generalized diagram of the 

operation of a DT preprocessor* 

Basically* there are two pathways through which the 

conversion process of decision tables to computer programs 

have been investigated* One minimizes the computer storage 

space required for the resultant program* while the other 

minimizes computer execution time [PRESS65]* 

Today* many companies are still using decision tables 

in their daily practice* Quite a few OT preprocessors have 

been developed by corporations for their own use to suit 

their own needs* Each preprocessor is a new tool needed to 

be learned and practiced* Some companies run into trouble 

when they try to standardize the use of decision tables* 

simply because management does not provide proper training 

in the use of the technique* A general lack of standardized 

decision table preprocessors* available for use by the data 

processing and decision-making community* is one of the 
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causes of the decrease of interest in the use of decision 

tables by industry [HURLE83]* 

Practice in the use of decision tables will convince 

those who prefer flowcharts that decision tables can do as 

much as flowcharts—and much more* A fair amount of ex

perience is required before the user gains confidence; many 

give up before that point is reached* 
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This thesis project tries to solve the problem of more 

efficiently and easily utilizing decision tables by manage

ment and their clients* 

Problem Statement 

Most of the effort to date for creating computerized 

decision tables has been in the direction of automatic con

version of tables into source program code* The source pro

gram code is then directed to the corresponding compiler for 

translation and execution in batch mode* The preprocessor 

approach to processing decision tables usually runs on 

large* high-speed* mainframe computers and requires profes

sional programmers to prepare the program for the preproces

sor* As a result* the use of decision tables is not easy 

for those people who do not have a good programming back

ground* 

In order to solve this problem* we aim to use a differ

ent approach which* instead of using compilation and batch 

execution* does online interpretation of decision tables* 

In our approach* which employs personal computers and an 

interactive decision table system* programmers are not 

required and decision tables become easy to use and modify* 

An interactive environment provides the convenience and 

ease—of-use desired by most decision table designers and 

end-users* 



Personal computers (PCs) are in use in homes* offices* 

and shops all over the world* PCs have seven attributes 

that are responsible for this: convenience* ease of mainte

nance* inexpensiveness* portability* software availability* 

compatibility and flexibility* 

Personal computers are available for use at the users* 

convenience—days* nights* weekends—and not just during 

scheduled computer center hours* Personal computers are low 

in cost* but provide mass storage capabilities and substan

tial computing power* Some PCs are small and light enough 

so that managers can easily travel with them* Many differ

ent types of personal computers are compatible with each 

other and quite a few useful software packages are avail

able* Meanwhile* personal computers can be customized to 

specific needs; thus* they are flexible* 

With so many advantages of personal computers* it is 

now time to automate DT processing on these inexpensive* 

convenient and widely available machines and to use the 

approach which interprets decision tables directly instead 

of using a DT preprocessor* One goal of this thesis is to 

combine the benefits of decision tables and personal compu

ters by developing an interactive decision table system for 

personal computers* The specific objectives of this 

research are discussed in the next section* 
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Ob iectives 

It is highly desirable that a decision table be created 

by a manager who is knowledgeable in the subject area^ and 

that the resulting system can easily be used and understood 

by management at all levels* Top management supplies their 

experience; operations management formulates the basic deci

sion patterns; and any client (end-user) can use the deci

sion table for better control of the decision-making pro

cess* 

This thesis project aims to create an effective* inter

active* decision table system which can (i) help managers 

construct OTs interactively and (ii) help any client to use 

the DT profitably for decision making* This Personal Com

puter DECision table system* called PCDEC* is designed to 

have an ease-of-use approach* It utilizes a simple "touch Z, 

select" prompting technique that allows users to select from 

a list of alternatives instead of having to memorize a large 

number of commands* 

To summarize* the objectives of this thesis research 

project arez 

I* To computerize the decision-making process through 

the use of decision tables* 

2* To design and implement an interactive* user 

friendly* decision table system that is easy to use 

for decision table designers and their clients* 
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3* To produce consolidated* error-free decision tables* 

4* To create reusable and easily modifiable decision 

tables* 

5* Finally* in order to ensure efficiency of operation* 

to implement* test and compare two well-known methods 

of processing decision tables: the Tree Method and 

the Mask Method. 

In Chapter II we give the necessary background informa

tion for decision tables and review the existing literature* 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND REVIEW OF 
LITERATURE 

This chapter looks in detail at decision tables* 

Beginning with basic terminology and table structure* this 

chapter goes on to review the current literature and discuss 

the features and methods widely used* 

Decision Table Structure 

A decision table is a table that shows the actions to 

be taken for different combinations of conditions* It is a 

formal method for recording the conditions applying to a 

particular situation and the actions which ensue from dif

ferent combinations of conditions [L0ND072]* Hughes gives 

the following definition of decision table structure: 

A decision table consists of four basic sections* A 
horizontal line divides the decision table into two 
major sections: conditions and actions* The condi
tions may be thought of as if statements* while the 
actions may be thought of as then statements* For each 
combination of conditions* we will take the actions 
specified* A vertical line divides the table into two 
other major sections: the left side is called the 
stub* the right side the entry* The stub portion 
describes and names the conditions and actions in which 
we are interested; the entry portion specifies the 
logical relationships [HUGHE68]* 

12 
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Figure 2 shows the basic sections and the structure of 

a decision table* 

Rules 

Table Name 

(Condition Stub) 

-

(Action Stub) 

-

EL Rl R2 

(Coi 

(Ac 

R3 

iditic 

ion I 

R4 

n En 

intry 

R5 

^ ) 

1 
1 

R6 R7 - . -

Figure 2: Four Sections and Structure of a OT 
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Condition Stub 

A condition is an event or fact which influences the 

actions to be taken* In flowcharting terms* it is the 

equivalent of the statement that is written within a deci

sion diamond [L0ND072]* The condition stub lists all condi

tions which are pertinent to a given problem* It may con

tain a question or a logical comparison statement* 

Condition Entry 

The condition entry of a decision table specifies the 

value of the conditions in the condition stub* There are 

two kinds of condition entries: Limited Condition Entry and 

Extended Condition Entry* 

Limited Condition Entry 

A Limited Condition Entry can have only one of three 

values at any one time: YES/NO/OON«T CARE* or 1/0/-* as in 

a logic table* In this case* the condition must be speci

fied like a predicate* (e*g** X > Y* X <= 0* AGE = 20* etc*) 

or like a question (e*g** "Is credit limit satisfactory?")* 

Extended Condition Entry 

An Extended Condition Entry contains part of the condi

tion in the stub and the remainder in the entry portion 

[POLLATla]. 



An example of a Limited Condition Entry is: 

15 

1 
1 

1 
1 

Condition Stub 

X = 1 

X = 2 

X = 3 

Limited Condition Entry 

Y N N 

- Y N 

Y 

While the same relationships can be described in an 

Extended Condition Entry as : 

Condition Stub 

X = 

Extended Condition Entry 

Action Stub 

An action is simply any operation or process to be car 

ried out* It may be executed by itself or as one of a 

series of actions* In data processing* it may be a manual* 
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clerical or machine operation* applying a formula* filing a 

piece of paper* and so on* In flowcharting* an action is an 

entry in a rectangular symbol* or its equivalent [L0ND072]* 

The action stub consists of a list of actions* Actions 

are executed in sequence according to their position in the 

table* 

Action Entry 

The action entry of a decision table specifies the 

actions to be taken under a certain set of conditions* 

There are two kinds of action entries: the Limited Action 

Entry and the Extended Action Entry* 

Limited Action Entry 

The action entry specifies the actions to be taken in 

response to a particular combination of conditions* The 

values in the Limited Action Entry may contain either an "X' 

(Yes) or a "-" (No)* 

Extended Action Entry 

An extended action row contains part of the action in 

the stub and the remainder in the entry portion [POLLATla]* 
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An example of a Limited Action Entry is 

Action Stub Limited Action Entry 

Add 10 to A 

Add 10 to B 

Add 10 to C 

The same relationships can be represented in Extended 

Action Entry form as: 

I 
Action Stub Extended Action Entry | 

I 
« 

Add 10 to A B C I 
I 

.J 

Rules 

The entry portion of a decision table is vertically 

subdivided into columns* called rules [HURLE83]* In 

general* a rule specifies that for a unique combination of 

conditions* some selected actions are performed and a 

selected exit is taken* There are* at most* 2**n unique 
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rules in a Limited-Entry decision table with n conditions* 

In practice* the number of rules is greatly reduced by the 

introduction of don*t-care entries and consolidation of the 

rules [M0NTA74]* The system represents knowledge as rules 

and rules are the bases used to make decisions* 

Else Rules 

An Else rule in a decision table represents a default 

condition* It allows an exit from the table if a particular 

combination of conditions does not appear in any rule* An 

Else rule contains no entries in the condition entry part* 

but it may contain action entries and certainly it needs an 

exit* It is a catchall* and its actions tell what should 

happen if none of the preceding rules apply [HURLE83]* Hur

ley also mentions that an Else rule could be an added rule 

for an incomplete decision table or it could be an error 

rule of which the action might be an error message* 

Types of Decision Tables 

There are three major types of decision tables* each 

being defined by the values which appear in the entry 

portion of the table [L0N0072]* 

1* Limited—Entry tables: A limited-Entry table is 

defined as a table which contains only "Y" (Yes)* "N" 
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(No)* or "-•• (Don't care) in the condition entry por

tion and "X" (Yes) or "-" (No) in the action entry 

[L0ND072]* An example of this kind is shown in Fig

ure 3* 

Insurance 

Age > 25 

Weight> 200 

'Smoke ?' 

Insurance = 500 

Insurance = 450 

Insurance = 3(X) 

'Health Report 
is needed' 

EL 

-

-

-

-

Rl 

Y 

Y 

Y 

X 

-

-

X 

R2 

Y 

Y 

N 

-

X 

-

-

R3 

Y 

N 

Y 

-

X 

-

R4 

Y 

N 

N 

-

X 

-

-

R5 

N 

Y 

Y 

-

X 

-

X 

R6 

N 

Y 

N 

-

-

X 

-

R7 

N 

N 

Y 

-

-

X 

-

R8 

N 

N 

N 

-

s ~ 

X 

-

Figure 3: A Limited-Entry Decision Table 
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2* Extended-Entry tables: The statements in the stub 

portion of a decision table are extended into the 

entry portion* The stub portion identifies the vari

ables whose values appear directly in the entry por

tion* Figure 4 shows an Extended-Entry table which 

represents the same case as the table given in Figure 

3* 

Insurance 

Age 

Weight 

'Smoke ?' 

Insurance= 

'Require' 

EL 

-

• 

Rl 

>25 

>200 

Yes 

500 

H.R-

R2 

>25 

>200 

No 

450 

-

R3 

>25 

>200 

-

450 

-

R4 

<25 

<200 

Yes 

450 

H.R 

R5 

<25 

<200 

No 

300 

-

R6 

<25 

<200 

-

300 

-

Figure 4: An Extended-Entry Decision Table 
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3« Mixed-Entry tables: Mixed-Entry tables imply the mix 

of limited-entry and extended-entry* Each individual 

row must be either entirely limited or entirely 

extended* Figure 5 shows a Mixed-Entry table which 

represents the same case as the tables given in Fig

ure 3 and Figure 4* 

Insurance 

Age 

Weight 

•Smoke ?' 

Insurance= 

'Require' 

EL 

-

-

Rl 

>25 

>200 

Y 

500 

H.R. 

R2 

>25 

>200 

N 

450 

-

R3 

>25 

>200 

-

450 

-

R4 

<75 

<200 

Y 

450 

H.R 

R5 

<25 

<200 

N 

300 

R6 

<25 

<200 

-

300 

-

Figure 5: A Mixed-Entry Decision Table 
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An Extended-Entry or Mixed-Entry table may always be 

changed into a Limited-Entry table by listing each of the 

values of a variable as a separate condition or action and 

assigning "Y"s* "N"s* "-"s* or "X"s to the entry portion* 

For human beings* Extended-Entry tables and Mixed-Entry 

tables are more useful than Limited-Entry tables in identi

fying a problem* From an implementation point of view* how

ever* a Limited—Entry table facilitates logical analysis and 

is easily adapted to computerization* In this thesis 

project* we use Limited-Entry tables in our implementation 

approach* 

Features of Decision Tables 

1* Combining Decision Table Rules: Simple rules* which 

contain only "Y" or "N"* can be combined into compos

ite rules if don't care values are introduced in the 

condition entry* Because of their resemblance to 

logic tables* decision tables can be optimized by the 

use of Karnaugh Map techniques* Shwayder adapted the 

Quine—McCluskey method to decision table optimization 

in order to combine simple rules and reduce the size 

of the table [SHWAY75]* We employ Shwayder's method 

to optimize the OT in this thesis* 
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2* Completeness: Completeness of a decision table 

implies that an action set has been specified for 

every possible combination of conditions [POLLATla]* 

A complete* Limited-Entry decision table with n con

ditions contains exactly 2**n simple rules (which are 

rules containing only "Y" and "N" in the condition 

entry portion)* Checking for the completeness in a 

combined DT can be done by accounting for the number 

of missing rules caused by each combined rule* Thus* 

the total number of combined and missing rules can 

always be compared with 2**n to ensure the complete

ness of the table [GILDE70]* 

3* Redundancy: Redundancy in a decision table implies 

that the table contains overlapping conditions in 

composite rules with identical actions* There are 

two kinds of overlapping conditions—subsetting and 

intersecting* If the intersection of two sets of 

conditions (say* {A* B}) is equal to A* then A is 

said to be a subset condition of B* If the intersec

tion of A and B is not empty* and is not equal to 

either A or B* then A and B are said to have inter

secting conditions* Redundancy can be checked and 

removed by a computer program* From the decision

making point of view* redundancy in a decision table 
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will not affect the conclusion and may be permitted* 

But if a decision table is to be used heavily* remov

ing redundancy can increase the efficiency of the 

processing [SHWAY75]* 

4* Type I Inconsistency* Contradiction or Real Ambigu

ity: Equivalent combinations of conditions calling 

for the performance of different sets of actions are 

termed* by various researchers* Type I Inconsistency* 

Contradiction* or Real Ambiguity* Errors of this 

kind mean that the logic of the solution is incor

rect; the errors must be identified by the system and 

corrected by the decision table designer* who usually 

is a manager [IBRAM78* KING 68]* 

5* Type II Inconsistency or Logically Impossible Ambigu

ity: If no possible values can be assigned to the 

variables in the condition stub of the decision 

table* the ambiguous specification is called Type II 

Inconsistency or Logically Impossible Ambiguity [KING 

68* IBRAM78]* This kind of ambiguity is not an 

error* Its existence in the table won't affect the 

result of execution of the table* But if we can use 

a computer program to point out this kind of incon

sistency to the decision table designer* he will have 

a chance to reconsider and modify a particular 
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condition set* For this thesis project* we have 

developed an algorithm for discovering Type II Incon

sistencies among simple relational conditions* Most 

papers suggest manual checking for Type II Inconsis

tencies in a decision table* The purpose of comput

erizing this checking process is to confirm the cor

rectness of decision tables* Pollack comments on 

inconsistency checking in decision tables: 

In summary* ambiguities are better found during 
compilation rather than during execution* The 
elimination of a contradiction (one form of ambi
guity) from a computer program prior to production 
should eliminate the possibility of my getting a 
phone call at three in the morning some months 
later when a transaction that triggers the contra
diction enters the system [POLLATlb]* 

6* Linkage of Decision Tables: Tables can be linked 

through a "GOTO <tablename>" or a "CALL <tablename>" 

operation in the action stub* where <tablename> is 

the name of another OT* This means that a transfer 

of control is made to another decision table when the 

conditions are satisfied* "GOTO <tablename>" will 

pass control to the referenced table* while "CALL 

<tablename>" will pass control to the referenced 

table and return control to the next specified action 

following the "CALL <tablename>" action [HUGHE68]* 

Figure 6 diagrams how tables are linked together* 
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The Tree Method 

Tree methods are more widely implemented than mask 

methods* These methods produce test procedures consisting 

of trees of conditional branching instructions whose leaves 

are exits to the action sets [METZN77]* 

The performance of straightforward tree methods can be 

substantially improved by recording the conditions according 

to the order of condition entry* For example* the S/360 DLT 

preprocessor (Table 1) tests the conditions according to the 

number of don't cares in the condition entry section 

[METZN77]* 

Montalbano gives heuristic methods for condition test

ing to minimize either program storage or running time 

[M0NTA74]* He suggests minimizing the total number of con

dition tests by selecting conditions which produce subtables 

differing as much as possible in the number of rules they 

contain* For fast program execution* he selects tests which 

give the most nearly equal subtables* based on what he calls 

the rule count algorithm* In order to save program memory 

space and run-time* Pollack developed an algorithms similar 

to the one Montalbano developed [P0LLA65]* A modification 

of Pollack's algorithms is employed in this thesis imple

mentation* We use this algorithm to evaluate the Tree 

Method as compared with the Mask Method* Appendix A gives 

the details of this algorithm* 
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A great deal of the variety among tree methods arises 

from different trade-offs made between modeling assumptions 

and requiring users to supply supplementary information* 

Other trade-offs must be made between saving memory space 

and saving run—time* Central memory space is not a critical 

problem for today's computers* but time is still a critical 

point for decision making and diskette space should be con

sidered* 

The Mask Method 

Many different algorithms for the Mask Method have been 

developed* The basic rule mask method operates only upon 

decision tables in limited entry form* It involves a bit 

vector called the data vector and two matrices called the 

mask matrix and the table matrix* This method first pro

duces code which tests each condition and inserts a "1" or a 

"0" in the corresponding data vector position* according to 

whether or not the condition is found to be satisfied [KIRK 

65* METZN77]* The two matrices are static* They are deter

mined at conversion time and stored in the program for use 

by a rule selection routine during program execution* The 

mask matrix contains a "1" at each position for which the 

condition is applicable to the selection of the rule* This 

matrix is conformable to that of the condition entries and 
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contains "0" where "don't care" appears in the condition 

entry. 

The table matrix is also derived from the condition 

entry and contains "1" where "Y" appears in the condition 

entry* The rule selection routine takes the data vector and 

performs a logical "and" with the first column of the mask 

matrix* The result is then compared for equality with the 

first column of the table matrix* Finding equality results 

in selection of the first rule* Otherwise* the process is 

repeated with the second column of each matrix* and so on 

[KIRK 65]* 

Many decision table researchers point out that the rule 

mask method* when applied to preprocessors* produces pro

grams which require substantially less storage than those 

created by other conversion techniques* While this differ

ence in storage requirements is large for decision table 

preprocessors* it is not necessarily so when used in intei— 

active systems* However* the largest single shortcoming of 

the basic rule mask method is the requirement that all con

dition testing be performed before rule selection is begun 

[METZN77]* This shortcoming is especially important in an 

interactive environment* when compared with tree methods* 

King refined rule mask methods by developing strategies 

to determine the rule testing orders* so that the run-time 
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of the converted programs would be optimized* His method* 

called the interrupted rule mask method* resulted in test 

times that ranged from four times faster than the basic rule 

mask method to nine percent slower [KING 66* METZN77]* 

Another treatment of the rule mask method has been 

implemented by Muthukrishnan and Rajaraman [MUTHU70]* Their 

algorithm is shown in Appendix B and is employed in this 

thesis implementation to be compared with Pollack's, 

This thesis project takes advantage of the features of 

decision tables to implement an interactive decision table 

system in a personal computer environment* so that managers 

and users in the industry can benefit* 

In the remaining chapters of this thesis* we present 

the design and implementation details of this interactive 

decision table system* and present a complete example of its 

use to show what the operation looks like from the user's 

point of view* 



CHAPTER III 

OVERVIEW OF THE DESIGN AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF PCDEC 

In this chapter we give an overview of the design and 

implementation of a Personal Computer DECision table system* 

called PCDEC* PCDEC is a set of software tools that allows 

managers to create* test and modify rule-based* knowledge 

bases (decision tables)* PCDEC also allows end-users to 

interrogate the resulting decision tables and draw conclu

sions from them easily and quickly* 

A decision table represents knowledge as a set of 

rules* A knowledge base is a collection of facts and rules* 

The rules lead to deductions* based on facts* to determine a 

particular goal* 

PCDEC consists of two major subsystems: the Develop

ment Engine and the Inference Engine* Together* these sub

systems support two distinct activities associated with the 

creation and use of decision tables* The first is the com

pilation of the knowledge base to be stored in the system* 

This should be done by an expert in the field (usually a 

manager in an industrial organization) who is generally 

referred to as the Decision Table Designer (DTD)* The DTD 

designs and compiles the knowledge base and interacts with 

32 
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the Development Engine to create and debug rules* conditions 

and actions which make up the decision table* 

The second activity involves the actual day-to-day use 

of the resulting decision table by the end-user who inter

acts with the Inference Engine* The end-user might not be 

familiar with computers or might not have in-depth knowledge 

of the problem domain* However* the end-user should be 

interested in making better* more informed decisions through 

interaction with PCDEC's Inference Engine* 

Figure 7 shows a diagram of the design of PCDEC and its 

two subsystems* the Development Engine and the Inference 

Engine* and how the DTD and the end-user interact with them* 

Development Engine System 

The Development Engine of PCDEC provides the tools for 

a manager to use to create a knowledge base on a personal 

computer* The development process generally proceeds* 

through the User Interface* to create or modify a decision 

table* check the correctness of its logic and optimize the 

rules of the resulting table* 

There are two major modules in the Development Engine: 

the User Interface and the Parser and Logic Tester (PALT). 
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The User Interface 

The User Interface is a software system developed to 

provide an interactive environment in which the decision 

table designer can communicate with the Development Engine 

system* Decision tables are created by the DTD through the 

use of techniques employed by the User Interface* A simple* 

more natural User Interface is highly desirable* in order to 

move decision table systems into application areas which 

involve clerical or administrative personnel who are not 

expected to have much computer background* 

Three different techniques are employed by the User 

Interface of the Development Engine in the implementation of 

this thesis research* The first technique is oriented to 

screen splitting* In order to match the structure of a 

decision table with the screen display* the User Interface 

splits the screen into four "windows"* which correspond to 

the four sections of a decision table* This allows the 

decision table designer to have a better look at the whole 

structure of the decision table that is being created or 

modified* Each of the four windows has been provided with a 

separate scrolling facility* in case one or more sections of 

the decision table becomes too large to fit in its window* 

The second technique employed is keystroke-oriented 

selection* The User Interface defines each of the PC 
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function keys to perform a particular operation in creating 

or modifying the decision table* This allows the decision 

table designer to perform a desired function quickly by 

pressing a particular function key* Frequent designers of 

decision table systems can increase their efficiency by 

using this keystroke-oriented technique* In order not to 

force the decision table designer to memorize all the opera

tions of the function keys* a one-1ine* function key menu is 

provided along the bottom of the screen* 

The third technique employed in the User Interface is 

the menu—driven facility* To support ease-of-use and ease-

of-learning* and to enhance the usability of PCDEC* the User 

Interface uses a simple "point-and—select" prompting method* 

This allows the decision table designer to select from a 

menu by typing only the first letter of each command or to 

select from a list of alternatives instead of having to 

memorize numerous function keys* 

The major components of the User Interface are the 

Driver* the Editor* the Vita Manager and the Help Facility* 

These and other functional units of the User Interface are 

described in some detail in Chapter IV* 
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The Parser and Logic Tester 

PALT* the Parser and Logic Tester* performs three pri

mary functions: parsing* logic testing and tree building* 

The Parser is a software system which parses the condi

tions and actions in the decision table created by the DTD* 

During the parsing operation* five tables are generated: 

Text Table* Variable Table* Formula Table* Condition Table* 

and Action Table* 

Conditions and actions in PCDEC are specified interac

tively using simplified* PASCAL-like expressions; these 

allow the DTD to specify relationships and formulas in infix 

notation and to specify text in natural English language 

sentences and phrases* 

The Parser supports syntax checking while building the 

five different tables* Syntax checking is done to ensure 

that all relational expressions in the condition stub* and 

all formulas in the action stub* are valid* Syntax error 

messages are immediately returned to the DTD for correction* 

After all the conditions and the actions are parsed* 

and all syntax errors removed* the Logic Tester automati

cally takes over the job to test for logic errors in the 

decision table* The logic errors* which the Logic Tester 

recognizes* include Type I Inconsistency between any two 

rules and Type II Inconsistency in a particular rule; both 
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types of inconsistencies are described in Chapter II* The 

Logic Tester responds with error messages through the User 

Interface to the DTD* so that he can may correct any logic 

errors in the decision table before the five tables are 

stored on the user's data diskette* 

If any corrections are made by the DTD* the Parser has 

to repeat the process of parsing* The reason for this is 

that the DTD might introduce additional errors while chang

ing something in the condition stub or action stub* The 

process of parsing and logic testing is repeated until all 

errors have been corrected* 

If no more logic errors are detected by PALT* it auto

matically decomposes the decision table and builds the Tree 

Table according to Pollack's algorithm (which is shown in 

Appendix B) [POLLAbS]* 

Finally* all eight tables* the decision table* the five 

parser tables* the Vita table and the Tree Table are saved 

on the data diskette for later use by the end-user with the 

Inference Engine* 
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Inference Engine 

The Inference Engine is a software system which 

accesses the eight tables created during the development 

process* The Inference Engine communicates with the end-

user interactively to ask questions and request data in 

order to infer conclusions* Communication between the end-

user and the Inference Engine is accomplished through a dia

logue carried on in a natural language* The questions are 

based on the facts the DTD provided during the development 

process* those facts he felt were relevant to the decision

making problem* The end—user supplies values to the Infer

ence Engine from which it can determine the rules to be 

applied* The effect of a rule is usually to reassign a new 

value to a variable* or CALL/GOTO another decision table* 

The inference process continues until no more branching 

occurs and the final decision is presented to the end-user* 

For comparison* both of the major methods for computet— 

izing decision tables described in Chapter II (Tree Method 

and Mask Method) are implemented in the Inference Engine* 

In the next chapter we give the important implementation 

details of PCDEC* Included are descriptions of the data 

structures used* 



CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF PCDEC 

In Chapter III we described the design and gave a few 

of the implementation details* We showed diagrams and 

briefly described how the end-user interacts with PCDEC's 

Development Engine and Inference Engine* We also introduced 

the major components of PCDEC* 

In this chapter* we expand the discussion to include 

some specific implementation details* including a descrip

tion of the data structures used* 

Introduction 

An important decision in any implementation is the 

choice of a programming language* For reasons discussed in 

Chapter I* we have decided to implement PCDEC on a Personal 

Computer (PC)* Furthermore* Turbo Pascal is available for 

most PCs and possesses a great similarity to standard Pas

cal* which is well suited for writing structured programs* 

Texas Tech University owns many personal computers* most of 

which have either been purchased from* or donated by* the 

Texas Instruments Corporation* Because the TI-PC and the 

IBM-PC both use the MS—DOS operating system and support 

Turbo Pascal* we have implemented PCDEC in "Turbo" under 

MS-DOS* 

40 
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Overall Structure of PCDEC 

In this section we use pseudo-code to examine the over

all structure of PCDEC and describe several of its important 

details* PCDEC consists of two subsystems* the Development 

Engine and the Inference Engine* 

The Development Engine 

The two major modules of the Development Engine are the 

User Interface and the Parser and Logic Tester (PALT)* The 

User Interface has* in turn* four major components* the 

Driver* the Editor (Edit)* the Vita Manager (Vita) and the 

Help Facility (Help)* all of which are described in the fol

lowing sections* 

The Driver 

The Driver acts as the supervisor for the entire Devel

opment Engine* The Driver determines which module (func

tion) is to be executed* and at what time* and performs a 

great many of the communication chores* Basically* the 

driver controls the overall execution of PCDEC* The follow

ing segment shows the logic of the Driver* 

[Variable names and meanings] 
err_code = the error message number returned by 

PALT* Initial value of err_code is zero* 
CH = the character input by the DTD* 
Filename = empty or the name of the active 

decision table* 
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Begin Driver 
Initialize a decision table 
Display welcome message (on the screen) 
accept CH (from the keyboard) 
if CH is equal to the 'return key* then 

Start PCDEC 
el se 

go to help facility 
Repeat 

display main menu 
if error found by PALT then 

set CH to 'E' 
el se 

accept CH 
case CH of 

'E' : [Edit request) 
if Filename is empty then 

begin 
accept Filename 
if Filename exists on diskette 

Load the table 
end 

If non—zero error number then 
go into error mode 

el se 
go into normal mode 

If in error mode then 
handle the error 

Edit the table 
'P' : [Process requestt) 

if Filename is empty then 
begin 

accept Filename 
if Filename exists on diskette then 

Load the table 
end 

call PALT to process the table 
•S' : [Save request} 

Save the active table under Filename (on 
the diskette) 

•G' : [Go request} 
if Filename is empty then 
begin 

accept Filename 
if Filename exists on diskette then 

load the table 
end 

Execute the table 
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•C : [Clear request} 
Clear the existing decision table 

•L' : [Load request} 
Load another decision table 

•R' : [Rename request} 
accept a new Filename and Rename 
the active file 

'D' : [Drive request} 
Change the logged drive 

'V : [Vita request} 
if Filename is empty then 
begin 
accept Vita Filename 
if Filename exists on diskette then 

Load the Vita table 
end 

Display Vita table 
Save Vita table 

•H' : [Help request} 
Execute the Help Facility 

endcase 
until 

CH = 'Q' 
Quit and go back to Turbo 

end Driver 

First of all* the Driver initializes an empty decision 

table and displays the welcome message* The Development 

Engine includes eleven modules to which the Driver can pass 

control* They are: Edit* Process* Save* Go* Clear* Load* 

Rename* Drive* Vita* Help and Quit* These eleven modules 

are described below* 

L* Edit: Edit performs most functions of the User 

Interface* It supplies both keystroke-oriented* and 

menu-driven-oriented* User Interface techniques which 

assist the DTD to create or modify the decision 
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table* In the next section we will give a detailed 

description of the operation of EDIT* 

2* Process: Process performs the functions of parsing 

and logic testing* Since this is one of the major 

modules in PCDEC* compile details are given below in 

the section entitled* "Parser and Logic Tester"* 

3* Save: The Save routine saves the active decision 

table on the user's data diskette* 

4* Go: The Go routine executes the Inference Engine* 

The details of the Inference Engine are given in the 

next section* 

5* Clear: The Clear routine clears the existing deci

sion table* Before execution proceeds* Clear con

firms that it may clear the active decision table* 

6* Load: Load performs the function of loading a speci

fied decision table from the data diskette* Load is 

responsible for checking that the requested decision 

table exists and for loading the table into memory* 

7* Rename: Rename changes the name of the active deci

sion table to a new name* 

8* Drive: Drive changes the current logged drive to a 

specified drive* This is done by calling the TURBO 

procedure* "MSDOS"* 
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9* Vita: The Vita Manager provides a facility for the 

DTD to design a general information screen for the 

end-user* The details of Vita appear after the next 

section* 

10* Help: Help executes the Help Facility* The details 

of the Help Facility are given after the details of 

Vita* 

11* Quit: The Driver executes the repeat loop until CH 

is equal to "Q"* Then Quit stops execution of the 

current program and passes control back to Turbo Pas-

cal* This is done by calling the Turbo procedure* 

HALT* 

The Editor 

The Editor plays a significant role in the User Intei— 

face to help the DTD create and modify a decision table* 

The Editor uses both keystroke and menu-driven techniques in 

its interaction with the DTD* In the keystroke technique* 

the Editor performs twenty-one editing functions for speci

fied function keys* In the menu-driven technique* the 

Editor provides a menu facility* which includes all the same 

functions performed by the function keys* Examples are 

shown in the following pseudo-code* 
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The Editor operates in two modes: normal-editing mode 

and error-editing mode* When PALT returns a non-zero error 

number* which indicates a syntactic or logical error in the 

DT* the Editor goes into the error mode* Otherwise* the 

Editor operates in the normal mode* The algorithm for the 

main program of the Editor is: 

FX* FY 

Quit 

[Variable names and meaning] 
need_help = a flag to set the help request* 
CH = character input from the DTD* 
err_code = the error code returned 

by parser and logic tester* 
Section = one of the four sections (CondStub* 

CondEntry* ActStub* ActEntry) of 
the decision table* initially set 
to CondStub* 

= the X and Y coordinates of the table* 
initial 1y (1* 1)* 

= a flag to control the editing loop* 
initially false* 

Begin Editor 
need_help is set to false 
if err_code is not zero then 

begin 
go into error mode 
get the error message number 
handle the error 

end 
Display the decision table grid lines 
Repeat 

move the cursor to position (Section* FX* FY) 
if not need_help then 

accept CH 
case CH of 
"arrow up key" 
"arrow down key" 
"arrow right key" 
"arrow left key" 
"Fl key " 

"F2 key " 

Move up 1 space 
Move down 1 space 
Move right 1 space 
Move left 1 space 
Add one condition or 
action or rule at the 
current cursor position 
Add one condition or 
action or rule at the end 
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"F3 key 

"F4 key " 
"Shift/Fl key" 
"Shift/F2 key" 
"Shift/F3 key" 
"Shift/F4 key" 
"F5 key" 
"F6 key" 
"F7 key" 
"FB key" 
"ESC key" 

Delete one condition or 
action or rule of the 
current cursor position 
Display Edit Menu 
Scroll up 4 spaces 
Scroll down 4 spaces 
Scroll left 7 spaces 
Scroll right 7 spaces 
Set Section to condition 
Set Section 
Set Section 
Set Section 
If in error 

'*.'a'* 
otherwi se 

if CH is in ' 
accept text 

set err_code to ze 
until 

Quit is equal to true 
end Editor 

stub 
to condition entry 
to action stub 
action entry 
mode* 

display the screen and 
go back to normal mode 

else [in normal mode } 
set Quit to True 
go back to Main Menu 

for Position(Section* FX* FY) 
ro 

The F4 function key* when used in either editing mode* 

causes the Edit Menu to be displayed* This menu contains 

seven alternative operations* as shown below: 

1) 
2) 
3) 
^ ) 

5) 
6) 
7) 

GOTO 
Scrol1 Screen 
Add/Delete 
Sort 
Opt 
Undo 
Quit 

The first three operations are editing functions; 

depressing any of them displays an Edit sub-menu* The GOTO 
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sub-menu allows the DTD to move the cursor to a selected 

section of the decision table* the same as when using func

tion keys* (F5**F8)* The Scroll Screen sub-menu allows cur

sor movements* the same as when using function keys* 

(Shift/Fl**Shift/F4)* The Add/Delete sub-menu allows 

actions similar to (F1**F4)* 

Operation 4 (Sort) sorts the right hand side (the 

rules) of the active decision table* grouping all rules with 

the same action set* 

Operation 5 (Opt) optimizes the active decision table* 

using the Quine-McCluskey Algorithm detailed in [SHWAY75]* 

Operation 6 (Undo) "undoes" the most recent modifica

tion made to the active decision table* 

Operation 7 (Quit) exits the Edit Menu and returns to 

the editing mode previously in force* 

Vita Manager 

The Vita Manager routine provides a user Vita Table 

with which the DTD can design a general information screen* 

that the end-user can use* for example* to supply general 

information* such as name* address* age* phone number* 

social security number* etc.* about a client* The Vita 

table includes the following fields* which need to be 
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Specified: the information variable* the type of variable 

(C: character constant* V: Numeric variable)* the length 

of the expected information* the general information label 

to be shown on the screen* and its X and Y coordinate posi

tion on the screen* The User Interface technique used by 

Vita is the keystroke technique* Important function keys 

are shown at the bottom of the screen in one_line menu* 

Details will be shown in Appendix F* 

Help Facility 

The Help Facility module loads the Help Facility file 

from the diskette* It supplies a menu of three alternatives 

for showing Help sub—manuals* These include 1) Help—Func

tion Keys* 2) Help—Condition Stub* 3) Help—Action Stub* 

An example of the use of Help is given in the next chapter* 

This Help Facility can easily be expanded to a complete Help 

Manual in the future* 

Parser and Logic Tester 

First of all* PALT parses the condition stub and action 

stub of the active DT* If there are syntax errors in a 

particular condition or action* the parsing process stops 

and a non-zero error code is returned to the Driver* The 

Driver then transfers control to the Editor* which is put 
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into error mode* The Editor displays the DT with the cursor 

positioned over the error and the error message displayed at 

the bottom of the screen* Parser generates five different 

tables—variable table* Text Table* Formula Table* Condition 

Table and action table* Detailed information about these 

tables and their data structures are given in the "Data 

Structure" section of this chapter* 

After the parsing process is finished* the Logic Tester 

looks for any Type I Inconsistencies* using an algorithm 

developed for this research* This is done by examining the 

rules which perform the different action sets* but have 

overlapping condition sets* If any two rules with Type I 

Inconsistency are detected* logic testing stops and control 

returns to the Editor* with an error code* for the same kind 

of processing described for parsing errors* The whole pars

ing and logic testing process is repeated until no more Type 

I errors are detected* 

After Type I errors have been removed* any existing 

redundancies in the decision table are detected* The redun

dancy test includes checking for Type II Inconsistencies and 

applying the subsetting rules and the intersecting rules* 

As mentioned in the "Structure of Decision Tables" section 

of Chapter II* redundancy in a decision table is not a logic 

error* Redundancy may be allowed or eliminated according to 
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the wishes of the DTD* We developed an efficient algorithm 

for detecting the Type II Inconsistencies among simple rela

tions* The listing of the algorithm developed for detecting 

Type II Inconsistencies is shown in Appendix C* 

At this point* parsing and logic testing is finished* 

The Tree Table* built using Pollack's algorithm* shown in 

Appendix B* is generated and the tables are automatically 

saved onto the user's data diskette* The pseudo code of the 

main program of the Parser and Logic Tester is 1isted below* 

Begin Parser and Logic Tester 
if decision table is empty then 

return err_code and quit 
Parse each condition 
if any syntax error exists then 

return err_code and quit 
Parse each action 
if any syntax error exists then 

return err_code and quit 
if no syntax error exists then 

create the five parsing tables 
Test for Type I Inconsistency 
if any error exists then 

return err_code and quit 
if redundancy checking is requested then 

Check if one rule is a subset of another 
if any subset exists then 

Display the rule numbers 
Check if two rules intersect 
if any intersection exists then 

Display the rule numbers 
Check if any rule is Type II Inconsistent 
if any Type II Inconsistency is found then 

Display the rule number 
end Parser and Logic Tester 
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A complete list of error codes returned by PALT* and 

their meanings* is given in Appendix D* Table 2 shows the 

four files created for each DT and stored on the user's data 

disk* These files are used by the Inference Engine and also 

by the Development Engine* whenever the DTD updates the DT* 

r 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

Fi1ename 

DTname*OT 

DTname*TT 

DTname*PT 

DTname*VT 

TABLE 2 

File Table 

What tables 

Decision Table 

Text Table 

Five Parse Tabl 

Vita Table 

es 

Generated by 

Editor 

PALT 

PALT 

Vita Manager 

• 1 

1 
T 

1 
1 

1 
1 

The Inference Engine 

The implementation of PCDEC's Inference Engine follows 

the design described in Chapter III* The Inference Engine 

carries on a dialogue with the end-user* who responds to 

requests for data* The Inference Engine makes data requests 

according to entries in the condition stub of the decision 

table* A symbol table* which contains the variable names 
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and their current values* is created by the Inference Engine 

for the purpose of evaluating relational expressions in the 

condition stub and formulas in the action stub* 

If the actions of the execution of the decision table 

include a call to another decision table* the Inference 

Engine maintains a run-time stack* each entry of which rep

resents a CALL to another decision table* Each stack entry 

contains the name of the table* the current rule number and 

the next executable action number* After the entry for the 

active table is pushed onto the stack* the invoked table is 

loaded from the data diskette and executed* As the invoked 

DT terminates* the stack is popped and returns control to 

the calling DT* The pseudo-code of the main program of the 

Inference Engine is given below: 

[Variable names and their meaning} 
Continue = a flag to tell if execution 

continues from the previous 
cal 1 * 

Done = a flag indicating end of execution 
of current DT* 

ActionT = l̂ yp® o^ current action* 

Begin Inference Engine 
Initialize table stack pointer to null 
Set Continue to false 
Repeat 

Load the tables 
merge Variable Table with symbol table 
if not continue then 

call Tree or Mask Method to select a rule 
Find the ActionT type 

el se 
keep next executable action number 

set Done to false 
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Repeat 
Case ActionT of 

'CALL' : Push current execution information 
onto stack 
set Filename to the invoked table 
set done to true 

'GOTO' : Execute another new table 
set Done to true 

'atext' : Save text in result table 
if last action* set done to true 

•assign': Save formula in result table 
Evaluate formula 
Save evaluation result in 

result table 
if last action* set done to true 

end case 
if stack not empty and not Done 

pop an entry from stack 
set Continue to true 

until 
Done 

until 
stack empty 

print result list 
end Inference Engine 

We have written two versions of the Inference Engine: one 

which uses Pollack's Tree Method and the other* Muthukrish-

nan and Rajaraman's Rule Mask Method* to select a rule* We 

have designed test sessions* running both versions with var

ious sample decision tables* to provide relative measures of 

efficiency for each method* We comment on the results in 

Chapter VI* 

During execution* the Inference Engine keeps a 

result table which contains all the actions selected from 

each of the decision tables* These actions* in the result 
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table* are the decisions that are listed on the screen* If 

the actions contain a formula* the evaluation will be pei— 

formed* In order to complete its evaluation* the Inference 

Engine will request a value for any variable in the symbol 

table which is still undefined* 

Data Structures 

This section deals with the data structures used in the 

implementation of this thesis research* We basically intro

duce those structures which are stored on the user's data 

diskette and the run-time structure which is dynamically 

allocated in memory* 

Decision Tables 

The decision table is declared as a Pascal record* 

which is shown below* 

const 
RuleMax = 99; 
CondMax = 30; 
ActMax = 50; 
type 
Anystring = string[60}; 
ConArr = array [l**CondMax} of Char; 
ActArr = array [l**ActMax} of Char; 
DecTable = record 

Clast : integer; 
Rlast : integer; 
Alast : integer; 
CondStub : array [l**CondMax} of Anystring; 
ActStub : array [l**ActMax} of Anystring; 
CondEntry: array [0*«RuleMax} of ConArr; 
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ActEntry : array [0**RuleMax} of ActArr; 
end 

yar 
Table : array [1**2} of DecTable; 

The constants* RuleMax* CondMax and ActMax* set the 

maximum number of rules* conditions and actions* respec

tively* Variables of type "Anystring" can contain up to 60 

characters; this is the maximum length of the conditions and 

actions in the stub portion* DecTable* the decision table* 

is a record which contains four sections (Stubs and Entries) 

and three integer variables* The variables* Clast* Rlast* 

and Alast* show the current number of conditions* rules* and 

actions which exist in the decision table* The yar^ Table* 

is a one dimensional array with two elements* each of which 

is a complete decision table* PCDEC always maintains two 

copies of the active DT; whenever the DTD makes an addition 

or correction to the DT* PCDEC "saves" the old copy in one 

element of Table and maintains the updated copy in the other 

element* Thus* the Edit operation* Undo* "toggles" back to 

the version of the DT saved before the most recent update* 

When the decision table is saved on the data diskette* 

it is saved as a file of text* The DTD specifies the file

name and a logical file of text is assigned to that name 

with an extension "*DT"* as shown in Table 2* 
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Six tables Generated by PALT 

The six tables generated by PALT are the Text Table* 

Formula Table* Variable Table* Condition Table* Action Table 

and the Tree Table* which contains the decomposed tree used 

by the Tree Method* The Text Table is declared separately 

from the other five tables* The Text Table is simply an 

array of 60 character strings* The declaration statements 

for the text table are shown below* This Text Table is 

saved on the diskette as a file of text with an extension 

"*TT"* as shown in Table 2* 

const 
MAXTEXT = 149; 

var 
t table : array [1**MAXTEXT} of anystring; 

The other five tables are grouped together and declared 

in a single record* The complete declaration is: 

const 

type 

MAXFORM = 50; 
MAXVAR = 150; 
CONDMAX = 30; 
ACTMAX = 50; 

typel = (op_code* value); 
type2 = (constant* var__name); 
type3 = (ctext* relation); 
type4 = (atext* call* agoto* assign); 

fp_rec = record 
p_type : typel; 
ptr : integer; 

end; 
f rec = record 
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answer = 

V rec 

c rec = 

a rec = 

Node 

Outp 

op : char; 
left* right 

end; 
record 

case 

: fp_rec; 

char of 
(t_ptr : 
(value : 

integer; 
v_type : type2 of 

(name : string[20}); 
(data : answer); 

name 

kind: 
'C : 
•V : 

end; 
record 

ptr : 
case 

var_ 
constant 

end; 
record 
ctype 
ptr : 

end; 
record 
atype 
ptr : 

end; 
record 
CondNum : integer; 
Left : integer; 
Right : integer; 

end; 
record 

integer); 
real); 

: type3; 
integer; 

: type4; 
integer; 

f 
V 

c 
a 

Tree 
f_reg 
v_reg 
c_reg 
a_reg 
end; 

array 
array 
array 
array 
array 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 

[1**MAXF0RM} of f_rec; 
[1**MAXVAR} of v_rec; 
[1**C0NDMAX} of c_rec; 
[1**ACTMAX} of a_rec; 
[0**100} of Node; 

Each of these five tables is a one-dimensional array of 

its own record type* The record Outp is saved on the data 

diskette under an extension "*PT"* as shown in Table 2* 
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Run-time Stack 

As mentioned in the "Inference Engine" section of this 

chapter* a run-time stack is maintained to keep track of the 

execution status* This stack is implemented by using a 

linked list* Each entry of the linked list is a record* of 

type tbl_rec* which is dynamically allocated by using the 

Pascal procedure "New"* Popping one entry off from the run

time stack is done by changing the stack_head pointer to the 

next entry* Pushing one entry onto the stack is to link the 

entry to the front and set the stack_head pointer to the 

current entry* The structure of this run-time stack is 

declared as: 

type 
tbl_ptr = atbl_rec; 
tbl_rec = record 

Tbl_name : anystring; 
last_act : integer; 
last_rule: integer; 
next : tbl_ptr; 
end; 

yar 
stack head : tbl_ptr 

This concludes the overall structure and the important 

details developed in the implementation of this thesis 

research* The implementation follows the design phase and 

meets the objectives of this thesis research* The Visual 

Table of Contents (VTOC) diagrams for Driver* Edit* PALT* Go 
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and Vita are shown in Appendix E* In order to further 

clarify the details of PCDEC* we show* in the next chapter* 

how the DTD and the end-user use and interact with the PCDEC 

decision table system* A complete sample session* including 

the construction of a decision table by the DTD and the use 

of it by an end—user* is shown in Appendices F and G* 

r0 



CHAPTER V 

THE USE OF PCDEC 

In this chapter* we will show how the decision table 

designer and the end-user interact with the PCDEC system* 

what options PCDEC gives to them and how PCDEC operates* 

Installation details 

PCDEC runs on any personal computer which uses MS-DOS 

2*1 as its operating system and has a minimum of 256K bytes 

of RAM and two disk drives* The use of a color monitor is 

not mandatory* PCDEC is implemented in Turbo Pascal 3*0 and 

made available to users in the form of two MS-DOS COMmand 

files: the executable binary form of the Development Engine 

resides on the file* CREATE*COM* and that of the Inference 

Engine resides on the file* GO*COM* each supplied on a sepa

rate diskette* In order to enable the DTD to test and mod

ify the decision tables created by him* we have included a 

copy of the Inference Engine (GO) on the diskette along with 

the Development Engine (CREATE)* Thus* the DTD is given 

access to both engines* while the end-user only has access 

to the Inference Engine* 

61 
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Usino PCDEC's Development Engine 

I n order to i n i t i a t e PCDEC's Development Engine* the 

DTD must f i r s t boot up MS-DOS on the personal computer. We 

suggest t h a t he then r e p l a c e the MS-DOS d i s k e t t e w i th the 

CREATE d i s k e t t e * say* in Dr ive A. He a lso should put a 

blank data d i s k e t t e in D r i v e B* This d i s k e t t e w i l l l a t e r 

c o n t a i n the four f i l e s of the dec is ion t a b l e created dur ing 

the development process* The DTD i n i t i a t e s execut ion of the 

Development Engine by t y p i n g "CREATE" in response to MS-

DOS's prompt (A>) * The f i l e CREATE*COM* begins execut ion by 

f i r s t producing the d i s p l a y shown in F igure 8* 

We I come to PCOfC Version LC, Oevelopiaent Engine 

Written by Begonia Xa'i 
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 

(Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Put your data diskette into Drive k 

Press any key for help or <8£TURM> to start 

Figure 8: The I n i t i a l Screen 
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I f the DTD then presses any key* he gets the screen 

shown in F igure 9* 

PCDEC. AN INTERACTIVE DECISION TABLE 5YSTEH 

(Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

HELP HENU 

Select one of the following topics: 

1. Help Function Keys 

2. Help Condition Stub 

3. Help Action Stub 

input your choice ( 1 , 2 . 3, or Press <ESC) to s t a r t PCDEC): 

Figure 9 : The Help Menu 
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If the DTD now presses "I"* he gets the Help Screen for 

the Function Keys (Figure 10)* 

Help Function Keys 

Add/Delete Rule, Condition Stub, or Action Stub 

Fl : Add at the current cursor position. 
F2 : Append to the end. 
F3 : Delete at the current cursor position. 
F4 : Edit Henu. 

FS : Go to Condition Stub. 
F6 : Go to Condition Entry. 
F7 : Go to Action Stub. 
F8 : Go to Action Entry. 

Shift/Fl : Scroll up half page. 
Shift/F2 : Scroll down half page. 
Shift/F3 : Scroll left half page. 
Shift/F4 : Scroll right half page. 

<<< Please press any key to continue... >>> 

Figure 10: Help Function Key Screen 
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Upon pressing any other key* Figure 9 is displayed 

again* Now if the DTD presses "2"* he gets the screen shown 

in Figure II* 

Help Condition Stub 

Condition Stub can contain only relational expressions or text. 

1. Relational Expressions: Up to 60 colunns. 

Variable nanes: Up to 20 characters: enbedded blanks are not allowed. 
Each character lust be in {'A'..'Z','a'..'z','_'] 

Relational Operators: Operator Meaning 

> Greater than 
< Less than 
= Equal 
>= Greater than or equal 
<= Less than or equal 
<> Not equal 

The general fori is: 
(arithietic expression) (relational operator) (arithaetic expression) 

Exaoples: AgeiHeight ) Ueight-110, Income < 10000, Height <= 120 

2. Text: Text questions must be enclosed in single quotes. Haxiaun 
text size is 60 characters, including quotes. Text questions aust be 
answerable by r or N. Example: 'Is credit ok?', 'Does he smoke?'. 

< « Please press any key to continue... )>> 

Figure 11: Help Condition Stub Screen 
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If the DTD selects "3" while in the screen of Figure 

9* Figure 12 is displayed* 

Help Action Stub 

Action stub aay contain: fornulas, text, GOTOs and CALL expressions. 
I. Fornulas: 

variable nanes: Up to 14 characters. No blanks are allowed in 
the niddle. Each character is in {'A'..'Z','a'..'z','_'}. 

Arithnetic operators: Operators Meaning 

(, ) Parentheses 
Exponentiation 

•, / Multiplication,Division 
f, - Addition, Substraction 
= Assignment 

Examples: Insurance = Age • Base * 2, and A = {BfC*2)/(A»C)*5-B 

2. Text: Text actions nust be enclosed in single quotes. Maximum 
text size is 60 characters, including quotes. 
Example: 'Health report is necessary.' 

3. GOTO: Syntax of "goto" is: Goto (tablenaoe). Example: Goto Code 

(tablename) conforms to MS-DOS file names (1-8 alphanumerics). 

4. Call: Syntax of "call" is: Call tablenane. Example: Call Code 

((( Please press any key to continue... ))> 

F i g u r e 1 2 : H e l p A c t i o n S t u b S c r e e n 
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Upon pressing ESC while using the screen shown in Fig

ure 9* the DTD gets the Main Menu (Figure 13)* Also* if he 

presses ESC while in the screen shown in Figure 8* he will 

get the Main Menu* 

PCOEC Version l.O (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Logge(J Drive: A 

Table : 

edit 

Load 

Cofiijnand >> 

Process 

Save 

Go 

Clear 

Rename 

Help 

Vita 

Quit 

Figure 13: Main Menu 
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If the DTD presses "E" from the Main Menu* he gets Fig

ure 14 which requests the name of a DT* 

PCOEC Version !.0 (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Logged Drive: A 

Table : 

Edit 
Load 

Co.T.mand >> 

Process 
Save 

Go 
Clear 

Rename 
Kelp 

Vita 
Quit 

Enter table name > INSFEE 

Figure 14: Requesting Name of a DT 
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After a new DT name is entered* an empty decision tab le 

is displayed* as shown in Figure 15* 

EL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

;SC) Qait Edit 
[NS 2APR0 3DEL 4ED BENO SC STUB 6C RTIT 7 i STB 8A MTIT S/lOP S/20II S/3LT S/4RT 

F igure 15: An Empty Dec is ion Table 

At t h i s p o i n t * the DTD i s ready t o use the Development 

Engine to b u i l d h i s d e c i s i o n t a b l e * We con t inue t h i s exam

p l e i n Appendix F* 
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Using PCDEC*s Inference Engine 

In order to initiate PCDEC's Inference Engine* the end-

user must first boot up MS-DOS on the personal computer* We 

suggest that he then replace the MS-DOS diskette with the GO 

diskette* say* on Drive A* He also should put the data 

diskette in Drive B* This data diskette contains the files 

of the decision table created during the development pro

cess* The end-user initiates execution of the Inference 

Engine by typing ••GO*' in response to MS-DOS*s prompt (A>)* 

The file* GO*COM* is then executed and displays the screen 

requesting a file name to the end-user (Figure 16)* 

PCOEC Version I.I Inference Engine (Copyriqht Begonia Tai 1980 

WelcoK to PCOEC Version 1.0!! 
written by Begonia Tai 

Texas Tech University (Copyright 1980 

Please give ae a file na«e : INSFEE 

Figure 16: The Screen Requesting a File Name 
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After the file name is supplied* the end-user is ready 

to use the Inference Engine to make decisions* We continue 

this example in Appendix G* 

In the next chapter* we will conclude this thesis by 

examining our results and describing some future work sug

gested by this research* 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter* we summarize the research completed 

for this thesis and compare the results with our initial 

five objectives* We also evaluate the resulting implementa

tion of PCDEC and compare its execution results for the two 

conversion algorithms: the Tree Method and the Mask Method* 

Finally* we examine possibilities for future improvements 

in* and applications for* PCDEC* 

Summary 

The previous chapters have provided the background 

information necessary for this thesis* reviewed the litera

ture* and illustrated the design and development of the 

decision table system* PCOEC* from our initial objectives 

through the final details* The actual implementation of 

PCDEC consists of approximately seven thousand lines of Pas

cal code* much more than we initially expected* 

The implementation of PCDEC meets the five objectives* 

mentioned in Chapter I: 

1* We have completed a large* complex* computer program 

which computerizes ••the decision-making process 

through the use of decision tables*'' The program has 
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run successfully in all tests we have been able to 

perform* 

2* We believe that we have "designed and implemented an 

interactive decision table system that is easy to 

use*** The User Interface techniques we have emp

loyed* such as the one-line menu* highlighted screen* 

Help Menu and Edit Menu* provide a user friendly 

environment for both the DTD and the end-user* Since 

we did not have access to qualified OTOs* or experi

enced end-users* we could not actually test this 

objective to our satisfaction* However* our own 

experience* and the experience of the novices who 

have tested PCOEC for us* indicate that it really is 

user friendly and easy to use-

3* The decision tables produced during the testing of 

PCDEC were both "consolidated** and "erroi—free." 

4* The design and implementation of PCDEC makes the 

decision tables "reusable and easily modifiable" 

without changing the source program or requiring the 

services of a programmer* Ramamoorthy discusses the 

importance of reusability of software resources: 

It usually recognized by most software developers 
that reusability is a key to increasing the 
productivity*••Oy reusability* we mean reuse of 
not only code but all other software resources 
produced during the software life cycle such as 
specifications* design decisions* and test cases 
[RAMAM86], 



The easily modifiable decision tables* produced by 

PCDEC* are an example of reusable software resources; 

thus* we have met our initial Objective 4* 

5* We implemented and tested both the Tree Method and 

the Mask Method* and we will ••compare" these two 

methods in the next section* 

Evaluation of PCDEC 

In this section* we include an evaluation of the execu

tion results of the Tree Method and the Mask Method from a 

programmer's point of view* 

Comparison of Tree Method and Mask 

Method 

The Tree Method and the Mask Method do not show a meas

urable difference in execution time* The only time differ

ence in the two methods is the total operation time required 

for the end-user to interact with the Inference Engine* 

Since the Tree Method uses Pollack's algorithm* which is 

optimized to a certain degree* fewer end—user responses to 

Inference Engine questions are needed as compared with the 

Mask Method* The Mask Method has to ask every question from 

the first condition almost to the last condition* Only when 

the remaining conditions all have "don't care" entries* will 

the Mask Method be able to make a decision* 
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As far as the storage required for the two methods* the 

Tree Method needs an array for storing the tree* which is 

decomposed from the Condition Entry* so that the Inference 

Engine can reuse the tree without recreating it each time* 

The array which contains the tree* is saved on the data 

diskette for later reuse* However* the Mask Method uses the 

Condition Entry to process the masking* so that it does not 

need this array to be stored on the diskette* The only dif

ference in the size of the files stored on the diskette is 

the size of this array* Our experience in developing sample 

decision tables shows that the tree array requires no more 

than several hundred bytes on the data diskette; this is an 

insignificant amount compared to the storage required for 

the other files* The run-time memory space* other than that 

required for the tree array* used by both methods* does not 

show a significant difference* 

The several hundred extra bytes of disk space required 

by the Tree Method is not sufficient to offset the Tree 

Method's greater ease-of-use and overall speed* Therefore* 

we conclude that the Tree Method is more desirable than the 

Mask Method* 
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Future Improvements and Applications 

We are pleased with the overall results obtained from 

the design and implementation of PCDEC* It can aid managers 

in solving decision-making problems and supplies an interac

tive environment in which the end-user can make correct 

decisions* Even so* we recommend the following improve

ments* First of all* the current built-in Help Manual 

should be expanded to be more complete and thus to increase 

the usability of PCDEC* 

Another area where additional work could occur involves 

the maintaining of more backup copies of the active decision 

table during the development process* In the current imple

mentation of PCOEC* we keep one backup copy for the UNDO 

utility* If more were kept* the DTD could "undo" several 

changes to the DT under development* instead of to just the 

most recent one* 

The time required to display the DT on the screen of 

the TI PC is relatively long in comparison with that re

quired by the IBM PC* In the future* we would expect to 

speed up this display on the TI PC by writing an assembly 

routine to paint the screen* 

The decision results should be able to be written out 

on a diskette for later statistical processing and record 

keeping* 
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Finally* PCDEC could be adapted to a real-time control 

application* A good example is the on-line intelligent con

trol of a real-time system* The collected data could be 

directed into the Inference Engine of PCDEC and the results 

from the Inference Engine could then be used to control a 

real-time process* 

The research for this thesis involved several topics 

other than decision tables: artificial intelligence* soft

ware design* compiler techniques* and the design and imple

mentation of a large programming system that runs on a 

microcomputer* We used the techniques of software engineer

ing in developing PCDEC: program development by stepwise 

refinement* code modularization and general methods of 

structured programming* The result was that this large pro

gramming system required very little debugging; thorough 

testing could only find some minor logic errors* which were 

easily corrected* PCDEC came "on-line" shortly after the 

last routine was completed* Thus* use of software engineer

ing methodology directed the author toward developing under

standable and clear program code which was easy to debug* 

The rewards are obvious* The author has gained valuable 

experience in combining several diverse areas with the 

ultimate goal of creating a software system that could serve 

the needs of the managers and the end-users* 
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APPENDIX A 

POLLACK'S TREE METHOD 

Step 1: Determine those rows* in the Condition Entry of a 

decision table* that have a minimum "dash-count"* 

A dash* that appears in a rule that contains r 

dashes* is counted as (2**r) dashes* For each 

rule* the "column-count" is denoted as (2**r)* In 

each row* the sum of the column-counts correspond

ing to the dashes in that row is denoted as "dash-

count"* A row's "dash-count" is the sum of the 

column-counts of those rules that have dash 

entries in the row* 

Step 2: If two or more rows have a minimum dash-count* 

select the condition in the row that has the maxi

mum ••delta"* which is the absolute value of the 

difference of the "Y-count" and the "N-count"* 

The "Y-count" is the sum of the column-counts cor

responding to the "Y"s in the row* The "N-count" 

is similar* The non—leave node in the tree con

tains the condition number* 

Step 3: Selecting a particular condition leads to two 

branches: Y-Branch and N-Branch* The Y-Branch 

leads to a subtable containing all rules from the 
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previous table that had a "Y" in the selected row* 

The N—Branch leads to a subtable containing all 

rules from the previous table that had an "N" in 

the selected row* In addition* both subtables 

contain those rules that have a dash in the 

selected row of the previous table* 

Step 4: If a branch leads to a subtable containing more 

than one rule* go back to Step 1* 

Step 5a: If a branch leads to a subtable containing exactly 

one rule* and if that rule contains all dashes* 

then replace the subtable with the rule number* 

The leave node of the tree contains the rule num

ber* 

Step 5b: If a branch leads to a subtable with one rule* and 

that rule contains one or more written dashes* but 

does not contain all dashes* choose any condition 

in the row that has no dash* The selected branch 

will indicate a subtable with one less row in it* 

The opposing branch of the selected row will indi

cate a rule* 

Step 5c: If a branch does not lead to a subtable* it leads 

to an ELSE-Rule* 

Step 5d: If ^ branch leads to a subtable containing only 

one rule* anci that rule contains only one 
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condition whose value is "Y" or "N"* then one 

branch of the discrimination on that condition 

leads to the rule* the other branch leads to the 

ELSE-Rule* 

For a more detailed illustration and examples* please 

refer to [P0LLA65]* 



APPENDIX B 

MUTHUKRISHNAN AND RAJARAMAN'S RULE 
MASK METHOD 

Step 1: Generate a mask matrix M from a decision table 

by substituting the following codes for the 

condition entries in the given rule: 

1 0 1 
••Y"—> "N"—> «—w _> 

O i l 

Step Z» for a given input data* a single column of the 

decision matrix 0 is generated according to the 

same rule given in Step 1* 

Step 3: Select the rows of M which correspond to a "1" entry 

in 0 and logically "AND" the resulting elements 

in each column* The position which has a result 

of "1" will be the rule to be taken* 

For a more detailed illustration and examples* please 

refer to [MUTHU70]* 
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APPENDIX C 

L IST ING OF CODE FOR CHECKING TYPE I I 
INCONSISTENCIES 

function aab (Cond : ConArr): boolean; 
type 

Rpointer = *r_node; 

Mpointer = 'n node; 

r_node = record 
rel_op : integer; 
naae, sign : integer; 
next : Rpointer; 

end; 

n_node = record 
naae : integer; 
next : Npointer; 
endptr, rptr : Rpointer; 

end; 

ar 
Head 
check 
rev 
neg 
ptr 
rp, rl 
cha 

{• Tables 
Table 
Outp and D( 
reljop, it 
skip, okt \ 

Npointer; 
• array (1..6,I..6] of integer; 
• array [I..6] of integer; 
: array [I..6] of integer; 
: Npointer; 
' Rpointer; 
: array (i..6] of string[2]; 
: Outp; 
: Oectable; 
jcTable types are in Data Structure Section of Chapter IV. •) 
signl, operl, sign2, operZ : integer; 
finish : boolean; 

86 
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rocedure add (var Head: Npointer; 
signl,operl:integer; reI_op,sign2,oper2:Integer); 

var 
A,P : Npointer; 
found : boolean; 

( add the node to the RHEAO subI inked list. } 
procedure add_N (var rhead: Rpointer; 

N_r eI _op,N_s i gn,Njoper:i nteger); 
var 

N,p : Rpointer; 
found : boolean; 

begin ( add_N ] 
found := false; 
p := rhead; 
while (p <> nil) and not found do 

If (p\rel_op = N_rel_op} and (p'.nane = Njoper) 
and (p'.sign = N_sign) then 

found := true 
else p := p'.next; 

if not found then 
begin 

ne«(N); ( create new node ) 
with n* do 

begin 
rel_op := N_rel_op; 
sign := M_sign; 
name := Njoper; 
next := rhead; 

end; 
rhead := n; 

end; 
end; { addj ) 

begin { add ) 
found := false; 
if signl = -I then 
begin 

signl := 1; 
slgn2 := -I • sign2; 
rel_op := rev[rel_op]; 

end; 
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p :- head; 
while not found and (p <> nil) do 

if p'.naie = operl then 
found := true 

else 
p := p'.next; 

if not found then 
begin 
new(A); { create new node J 
a'.naae := operl; 
a".next := head; 
head := a; 
a*.rptr := nil; 
add_N(a\rptr,rel_op,slgn2,oper2); 

( add into sublinked list pointed by a'.rptr. } 
end 
else 

add_N(p*.rptr,relj)p,sign2,oper2); 
( add into sublinked list pointed by a'.rptr. ) 

finish := false; 
end; ( add ) 

procedure c_check (pl,p2:rpointer); 
var 

a,op_i,op_j : integer; 
typej, typej : type2; 
nutij' "'^•J * real; 

begin 
a := check(pr.relj)p,p2*.reljop]; 
if a <> 0 then 
begin 

op_i := pr.naw; 
op J := p2''.na«c; 
typej := tables.v(op_i].v_typc; 
typej := tables.v(opJ].v_type; 
if (type_i = constant) and (typej = constant) then 

begin 
If (tables.v(opJl.data.kind = '¥') and (tables.v(opJl.data.kind = 'V') then 

begin ( both are nunbers ) 
nunj := tabIes.v(opJl.data.value • pi*.sign; 
nuaJ := tables.v[opj].data.value * p2*.sign; 
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case a of 
1 : if not (nuaj > nuaj) then ok :: false; 
2 : If not (nuij < nuij) then ok := false; 
3 : if not (nuij = nuaj) then ok := false; 
4 : if not (nuiJ >= nw j ) then ok := false; 
5 : if not (nuiJ <= nun J ) then ok := false; 
6 : if not (nuij <> nunJ) ^^^ ^^ *= false; 

end; 
end 

end 
else 

if (typej = var_naoe) and (typej = constant) then 
begin ( one is a variable naae and the other is a nuaber ) 

if tables.v(opJl.data.kind = 'V then 
add(head,pr.sign,opJ,a,p2\sign,opJ'); 

end 
else 

If (typeJ = constant) and (typej = var_na«e) then 
begin ( one is a variable naie and the other Is a nunber ) 
if tables.vlopj].data.kind = 'V then 

add(head,p2*.sign,opJ,rev[a],pr.sign,opJ); 
end 

else 
if (typej = var_naae) and (typej = var_naae) then 

If op_T = opJ then ( both are variable naaes ] 
case a of 

I { » . 2 {<): if (pr.sign'p2\sign = 1) then 
ok := false; 

6 {<» : if (pr.sign*p2\sign = I) then 
ok := false; 

end 
else 
begin 
add(head,pr.sign,opJ,a,p2*.sign,opJ); 
add(head,p2*.sign,opJ,rev(al,pr.sign,opJ); 

end; 
end; 

end; ( cjcheck ) 

begin ( check aabiguities ) 
{ intialization } 
cha{ll := ' ) ' ; cha(2] := '<'; cha{3] := '='; cha(4] := '>='; 
cha(S] := '<='; cha(61 := '<>'; 

rev(l] := 2; rev(21 := I: rev[3] := 3; 
rev[41 := 5; rev(Sl := 4; rev(6] := 6; 

negJIJ := 5; neg(2] := 4; neg[31 := 6; 
neg[4] := 2; neg{51 := I; neg[6] := 3; 
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{ initialize the check table ) 
check(I,l]:=0; check(l,21:=2; check(l,3]:=2; 
chcck[2.ll:=l; check[2,21:=0; check[2,31:=l; 
check[3,ll:=l; check[3,21:=l; check(3,31:=3; 
check[4,l]:=0; check[4.2]:=2; check(4,3):=5; 
check(5,ll:=4; check[5,21:=0; checkl5,3]:=4; 
check[6,11:=0; check(6,2]:=0; check(6.3]:=6; 

check[l,4]:=0; check(l,5]:=S; 
check{2,4J:=l; check[2,Sl:=0; 
check(3,41:=4; check(3,Sl:=5; 
checkl4,41:=0; check(4,51:=5; 
check(5.41:=4; check(S,S):=0; 
check[6,4):=0; check(6,51:=0; 

check(1.6]:^Q 
check[2,6]:=0 
check[3,6]:=6 
check(4,6]:=0 
checkl5,61:=0 
check[6,61:=fl 

head := nil; 

For i := 1 to Table(active].Clast do 
if (tables.c[il.ctype = relation) and (Cond[il <> '-') then 

with tables.f(tables.c[i].ptr] do 
begin 

reljop := ord(op)-64; 
if Cond[il = 'N' then 
reljop := neg[relj)p]; 

skip := false; 
if left.pjype = value then 
begin ( single variable or constant ) 

signl := +1; 
operl := left.ptr; 

end 
else 

if tables.f(left.ptr].op = 'n' then 
begin ( negative sign } 

signl := -1; 
operl := tables.f(left.ptr].left.ptr; 

end 
else 

skip := true; 
if not skip then 
if right.pjype = value then 
begin ( single variable or constant ] 

sign2 := •!; 
oper2 := right.ptr; 

end 
else 

if tables.flright.ptrj.op = 'n' then 
begin ( negative sign ) 

sign2 := -I; 
oper2 := tables.f(rlght.ptr).left.ptr; 

end 
else 

skip := true; 
if not skip then 
begin 

add(head,signl,operl,rel_op,sign2,oper2); 
add(head,sign2,oper2,rev(rei_op),signl,operl); 

end; 
end; 
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ok :- true; 
ptr := head; 
while ptr <> nil do 

begin 
ptr*.endptr := nil; { before the checking, initialize endptr to nil ) 
ptr := ptr".next; 

end; 

{ (lain loop to check aabiguities } 
finish := false; 
while (not finish) and ok do 

begin 
finish := true; 
ptr := head; 
while ptr <> nil do 
begin 

rp := ptr".rptr; 
while (rp <> ptr'.endptr) and ok do 

begin 
rl := rp'.next; 
while rl <> nil do 

begin 
c_check(rp,rl); 
rl := rP.next; 

end; 
rp := rp\next; 

end; 
ptr\endptr := ptr*.rptr; 
ptr := ptr*.next; 

end; 
end; 

aab := not ok; 
end; { aab } 



APPENDIX 0 

LIST OF ERROR CODES RETURNED BY PALT 
AND THEIR MEANING 

Error Code Meaning 

0 No Error 

1 Right Parenthesis Expected 

2 Left Parenthesis Expected 

3 Illegal Character in Identifier 

4 Unexpected End of Line 

5 Illegal Table Name• 

6 Action Stub Error 

7 Illegal Relational Operator 

8 Variable or Constant Expected 

9 Condition Stub Error 

10 End of Line Expected 

11 Illegal Constant 

30 No Action 

31 No Condition 

32 No Rule 

33 Two Rules are in Conflict 

41 One Rule is a Subset of the Other 

42 Two Rules Intersect 

43 A Rule is Logically Impossible 
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APPENDIX E 

VTOCS OF THE DRIVER* EDIT* PALT* GO 
AND V ITA 

The 
Driver 

Initial 

Welco inc 

ShowMcnu 

r \ 

Oixpatch< 

V_ J 

Help 

Edit 

Process 

Save 

Co 

Clear 

Load 

Rename 

Drive 

VJ(a 

Help 

Oi.lC 
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Gct_€rr_inst 

Handle err 

Grid 

GoToCcIl 

OispaCc f»«r 

MovcUp 

MovcDowr 

MovcLcft 

MovcRight 

ScroIlUp 

ScroIlDown 

Scroll Left 

ScrollRishl 

-I Dispatchcr/-

-i Dispatclicr)-

Add Cond 

Add Act 

Add Rule 

Del Cond 

Del Act 

Del Rule 

( 

ToGoTo 

To_Scroll 

To Add Del 
— — 

Sort 

Opt 

Undo 

Kelp lo ispalchey 
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Parser 
& 

Logic 

Tester 

(Process 

Parse Cond 

Parse Action 

Group 
Action 

Inconl 
(Type I) 

— (vediindant 

Add C 

Expression 

Simplc_ 
Expression 

Add Formul 

Term Add Formul x 

Signed 
Factor 

Add Formul 

Factor 

Subset 

Intersect 

Anib 

(Type 11) 

Add Var 

C C l i c c k 

Check 

Add 
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ShowGrid 

Exc_Bcgin 

Mergc_Tabl< 

Show_DispIaj 

Input_Vita 

Get lnput 

Write_Input 

Execute 

Sclect_Rulc 

Evaluate 
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Show Grid 

Show Tab le 

/ \ 

Dispatch* 

V J 

MoveUp 

MoveDow 3 
Show_Displajr 

Page Up 

Page_Down 

Append 

Pase Break 

DelEntry 

Save 

Ins Row 

OnRuler 

OffRuler 

On_He!p 

OffHclp 

Next 

IVevious 



APPENDIX F 

THE USE OF THE DEVELOPMENT ENGINE 
CONTINUE EXAMPLE FROM CHAPTER V 

Stub 
Age > 60 

EL I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II IZ 13 M 15 

10 

6 
<ESC> Quit E d i t «Age > 6 0 » 
IINS 2APN0 30EL 4E0 MENU 5C STUB 6C NTRY 7A STB 8A HTRr S/IUP S/20N S/3LT S/4RT 

F i g u r e I7i P r e s s Fl (To I n s e r t ) and Enter F i r s t Condi t ion 

98 
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EL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 IS Stub 
1 Age > 60 
2 ' I s h i s / h e r c r e d i t OK?' 
3 Weight >= 200 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

^ 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

<ESC> Qui t E d i t 
IINS 2APN0 3DEL 4E0_H£NU 5C_STUB 6CJTRr 7A_ST8 8AJTRY S/IUP S/20N S/3LT S/4RT 

Figure 18: Af ter Entering All Conditions 
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stub 
1 Age > 60 
2 'Is his/her credit OK?' 
3 Height >= 200 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

EL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to 1112 13 14 15 

1 Fee = Preaiua f Age * 2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
(ESC) Quit Edit «fee = Preaiun • Age * 2 » 
IINS 2APN0 30EL 4E0 MENU 5C STUB 6C NTRY 7A STB 8A NTRY S/IUP S/20N S/3LT S/4RT 

I 

Figure 19: Press F7 (Go To Action Stub)* Press Fl and Enter 
First Action 
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stub 
1 Age > 60 
2 'Is his/her credit OK?' 
3 Height >= 200 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

EL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 Fee = Preaiua 
2 Call HEALTH 
3 Fee = Preiiua 

+ Age • 2 

+ Height 
4 'Reject the application.' 
5 
6 
7 
8 

<ESC> Quit Edit «'Reject the appl icat ion. '» 
IINS 2APN0 30EL 4E0JENU 5C_STUB 6C_HTRY 7A_STB BAJTRY S/IUP S/20N S/3LT S/4RT 

Figure 20: After Entering Al l Actions 
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Stub 1 
1 Age > 60 < 
2 'Is his/her credit OK?' | 
3 Height >= 200 i 
4 < 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

1 Fee = Preaiun • Age • 2 
2 Call HEALTH 
3 Fee = Preaiua • Height 
4 'Reject the application.' 
5 
6 
7 
8 
<£SC) Quit Edit (('Reject the i 
IINS 2APN0 30EL 4E0 MENU SC STUl 

EL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 
Y 
Y 
Y 

1 
X

 
X

 
1-

1 
1 

1 
1 

ipplication.')) 
J 6C_NTRY 7A_STB 8AJTRY S/IUP S/20N S/3LT S/4RT 

Figure 21: Press F6/F8 (Go To Cond__Entry/Action_Entry) * 
Press Fl and Enter First Rule 
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Stub I EL I 2 
1 Age > 60 ! Y Y 
2 'Is his/her credit OK?' • Y Y 
3 Height >= 200 I Y 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

1 Fee = Preniua • Age * 2 J X - X 
2 Call HEALTH | X X X 
3 Fee = Preaiufli * Height 1 - X 

'Reject the application. 

3 
Y 
N 

4 
N 
Y 
K 

5 
Y 
N 
Y 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

- X -

- - - X - X 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

(ESC) Quit Edit (('Reject the appl icat ion. '» 
IINS 2APN0 30EL 4E0JENU 5C_STUB 6CJTRY 7A_STB 8A_NTRY S/IUP S/2DN S/3LT S/4RT 

Figure 22: After Entering Al l Rules in Entry Portion 
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PCOEC Ver 1.0 (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Editor Kain Henu 

1) Goto 

2) Scroll screen 

3) Add/Delete 

4) Sort the table 

5) Optinize the table 

6) Undo Sort/Optimize 

7) Exit Editor 

8) Quit Henu 

Select (1-7) : 

F igure 23 : A f t e r Pressing F4 in F igure 22 (To Show E d i t 
Main Menu) 
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Goto Henu 

I) Goto Condition Stub 

2) Goto Condition Entry 

3) Goto Action Stub 

4) Goto Action Entry 

5) Goto a rule 

6) Goto a condition 

7) Goto an action 

8) Back to Ha in Henu 

Select (1-8) : 

Figure 24: After Selecting ••I" in Figure 23 
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Scroll Henu ( Action Entry ) 

1) up 1/2 page 

2) down 1/2 page 

3) left 1/2 page 

4) right 1/2 page 

5) up full page 

6) down full page 

7) left full page 

8) right full page 

9) Back to Ha in Henu 

Select (1-9] 

Figure 25: After Selecting ••2" in Figure 23 
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Add/Delete Henu 

1) Add a Rule 

2) Add a Condition 

3) Add an Action 

4) Delete a Rule 

5) Delete a Condition 

6) Delete an Action 

7) Back to the Ha in Henu 

Select (1-7) : 

Figure 26: After Selecting ^3** in Figure 23 
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Stub 
1 Age > 60 
2 'Is his/her credit OK?' 
3 Height >= 200 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

1 Fee = Preaiuoi + Age • 2 
2 Call HEALTH 
3 Fee = Preniun + Height 
4 'Reject the application.' 
5 
6 
7 
8 
(ESO Quit Edit ••• Error: 
IINS 2APN0 30EL 4E0 HENU 5C 

Ru 
STU 

1 2 
Y Y 
Y Y 
Y -

! - X 
; X X 
I X -

le 1 and Rule 2 are in conflict 
B 6C NTRY 7A STB 8A NTRY S/IUP S/20N S/3LT S/4RT 

« 

Figure 27 After Pressing ESC (To Quit Editing and Display 
Main Menu) in Figure 22» then Pressing "P" in 
Main Menu 
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Stub 
1 Age > 60 
2 'Is his/her credit OK?' 
3 Height >= 200 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

1 2 
Y Y 
Y Y 
Y N 

X 
X 

X 
X 

1 Fee = Pretiua • Age • 2 
2 Call HEALTH 
3 Fee = Preaium f Height 
4 'Reject the application.' 
5 
6 
7 
8 
(ESO Quit Edit ((Height >= 200» 
11N5 2APN0 30EL 4E0_HENU SCJTUB 6C_NTRY 7A_STB BAJTRY S/IUP S/20N S/3LT S/4RT 

Figure 28: After Correcting Rule 2 (Rule 1 and Rule 2 are 
no longer in conflict) 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Logged Drive: A 

Table : INSFEE 

E(Jit Process 
Load Save 

Go 
Clear 

Rename 
Help 

Vita 
Quit 

Coninand >> 
Oo you allow redundancies in the table (Y/N)? N 

Rule 5 is a subset of Rule 3 
It is redundant.. Want to change it (Y/N) ? 

Figure 29: After Pressing ESC twice in Figure 28 (Hain Menu 
is displayed) and Pressing "P" in Main Menu 
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stub 
1 Age > 60 
2 'Is his/her credit OK?' 
3 height >= 200 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10. 
11 
12 
13 

1 fee = Preaiuo • Age • 2 
2 Call HEALTH 
3 fee = Preaiua • Height 
4 'Reject the application,' 
5 
6 
7 
8 
(ESO Quit Edit ••• Error: 

3 5 
Y Y 
N N 
- Y 

— + 

Ru 

- -

- -

1 " ~ 
! X X 

le 5 is a subset of Rule 3 
I INS 2APND 30EL 4ED HENU 5C STUB 6C NTRY 7A STB 8A NTRY S/IUP S/20N S/3LT S/4RT 

Figure 30: After Typing •*¥•• in Figure 29 
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Stub 
1 Age > 60 
2 'Is his/her credit OK?' 
3 Weight >= 200 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

EL 1 
Y 
Y 
Y 

2 
Y 
Y 
N 

3 
Y 
N 
-

4 
N 
Y 
N 

S 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 H IS 

1 fee = Preaiun f Age • 2 | X - X - X 
2 Call HEALTH 1 X X X - -
3 fee = Preaiua f Weight } - X - - -
4 'Reject the application.' I - - - X -
5 
6 
7 
8 
(ESO Quit Edit ((Age > 60» 
IINS 2APN0 30EL 4E0_HENU SCJTUB 6CJTRY 7A_STB BAJTRY S/IUP S/20M S/3LT S/4RT 

< 

Figure 31 After Pressing ESC and Pressing F3 (To Delete 
Rule 5) 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Logged Drive: A 

Table : INSFEE 

Edit Process 
Load Save 

Command >> 

Go 
Clear 

Rename 
Help 

Vita 
Quit 

Save ... 

Figure 32: After Pressing ESC (Main Menu is displayed) and 
Pressing ••S'' in Main Menu 
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_ PCOEC Ver 1.0 Vita Editor (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Naae T Len X-Pos Y-Pos Message 

No Entry 

Show Up Append Down Page Delete Save Insert Ruler On/Off Quit 
fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 flO ESC 

Figure 33 After Prssing "V" 
is displayed) 

in Main Menu (Empty Vita Table 
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PCOEC Ver 1.0 Vita Editor (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Name T Len X-Pos Y-Pos Hessage 

No Entry 

1-

2-

Show Up Append Down Page Delete Save Insert Ruler On/Off Quit 
I I I 7 ' .3,...! .4. .5. {....7, 

Figure 3A: After Pressing F9 in Figure 33 (To Show Ruler) 
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PCOEC Ver 1.0 Vita Editor (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Name T Len X-Pos Y-Pos Hessage 

I Nane C 20 10 9 Customer Kane: 

Show Up Append Down Page Delete Save Insert Ruler On/Off Quit 
fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 flO ESC 

Figure 35 After Pressing F3 (To Append) in Figure 33 and 
Entering First Entry 
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PCOEC Ver 1.0 Vita Editor (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Name T Len X-Pos Y-Pos Hessage 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Nane C 20 10 
Address C 25 10 

Age V 3 10 
Sex C 1 10 

9 Custoner Nane: 
12 Custoner Address: 
'5 Custoner Age: 
18 Sex of Custoner (f/H): 

Show Up Append Down Page Delete Save Insert Ruler On/Off Quit 
_fl f2 f3 f4 fS f6 f7 f8 f9 flO ESC 

Figure 36: After Entering All Entries 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 Vita Manager (Copyright Beqonid Tai 1986) 

Custoner Nane: 

Custoner Address: 

Custoner Age: 

Sex of Custoner (f/H): _ 

Figure 37: After Pressing Fl in Figure 36 (To Show Designed 
Screen) 
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Pressing F7 in Figure 36 will save the Vita Table on 

the data diskette. Another OT called HEALTH is created 

according to the same steps. Figure 37 shows the decision 

table* HEALTH. 

1 
2! 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Stub 
'Does he/she snoke V 
'Does he/she have high-bloo 
'Does he/she have diabetic' 

1 Preniua = Preaiun *• SO 
2 Preoiun = Preniua + 100 
3 Preniun = Preaiun + 70 
4!'His/Her health report is n 
5 
6 
7 
8 
<ESC> Quit Edit «'Ooes he/she have high-blood-pressure ?'» 
IINS 2APND 30EL 4E0_HENU SCJTUB 6CJTRY 7A_STB BAJTRY S/IUP S/20N S/3LT S/4RT 

Figure 38: The Decision Table HEALTH 



APPENDIX G 

THE USE OF THE INFERENCE ENGINE 
CONTINUE EXAMPLE FROM CHAPTER V 

PCOEC Version 1.0 Inference Engine (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Custoner Naae: 

Custooer Address: 

Custoner Age: 

Sex of Custoner (f/N): 

Figure 39: After Pressing RETURN in Figure 16 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 Inference Engine (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Custoaer Nane: Janes Uood 

Custoaer Address: 2400 60th St. Lubbock 

Custoaer Age: 70 

Sex of Custoaer (f/H): N 

Figure 40: After Entering All General Information 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 Inference Engine (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Customer Name: Janes Mood 

Custoner Address: 2400 6flth St. Lubbock 

Customer Age: 70 

Sex of Custoner (f/H): H 

Is his/her credit 0K?2 (Y/N) 
« Hit ESC to review al l the past questions >> 

Figure 4 1 : A f t e r Pressing RETURN in Figure 40 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 Inference Engine (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Custoner Nane: Janes Wood 

Custoner Address: 2400 60th St. Lubbock 

Custoner Age: 70 

Sex of Custoner (f/H): M 

Input "WEIGHT" please : 200 
« Hit ESC to review all the past questions >> 

Figure 42 After Entering "Y" 
for Weight 

in Figure 41 and Entering 200 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 Inference Engine (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Custoner Name: Janes Wood 

Custoner Address: 2400 60th St. Lubbock 

Custoner Age: 70 

Sex of Custoner (f /H): H 

Does he/she snoke U (Y/N) 
<< Hit ESC to review a l l the past questions >> 

Figure 4 3 : A f t e r Pressing RETURN in F igure 42 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 Inference Engine (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Custoner Name: Janes Wood 

Custoner Address: 2400 60th St. Lubbock 

Customer Age: 70 

Sex of Custoner ( f /H): H 

Does he/she have high-blood-pressure U (Y/N) 
« Hit ESC to review a l l the past questions >> 

Figure 44: After Entering "Y" in Figure 43 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 Inference Engine (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Customer Name: Janes Uood 
Custoaer Address: 2400 60th St. Lubbock 
Custoaer Age: 70 
Sex of Custoaer (f/H): N 

Answers: 

Is his/her credit OKU (Y/N) Y 
WEIGHT = 200 
Does he/she sooke U (Y/N) Y 

Does he/she have high-blood-pressure U (Y/N) 
« Hit ESC to review all the past questions >> 

Figure 45: After Pressing ESC in Figure 44 to Review All 
the Past Questions 
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1 Custoaer Nane: Jaaes Wood 
1 Custoaer Address: 2400 60th St. Lubbock 
! Custoaer Age: 70 
1 Sex of Custoaer (f/H): H 

} Answers: 

I Is his/her credit OKI? (Y/N) Y 
! WEIGHT = 200 
: Does he/she snoke ?? (Y/N) Y 
! Does he/she have high-blood-pressure ?? 

Does he/she have diabetic? (Y/N) N 
I PREHIUH = 20 

! Decisions: 

1 Call HEALTH 

1 Preniun = Preniun + 50 

(Y/N) Y 

1 *•• Press any key to continue >> | 

« 

Figure 46: After Answering All Questions 
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PCOEC Version 1.0 Inference Engine (Copyright Begonia Tai 1986) 

Decisions (cont.): 

PREHIUH is then equal to 70.00 

Preniua - Preaiua -f 100 
PREHIUH is then equal to 170.00 

His/Her health report is needed 

fee = Preaiua + Weight 
fEE is then equal to 370.00 

flat Quit (Y/N) ? 

F i g u r e 4 7 : After Pressing Any Key in Figure 46 to 
Continuously List Decisions 

Pressing "Y- in Figure 47 will get back to the Main 

Menu and Pressing -N- in Figure 47 will get back to another 

decision process (Figure 39). 
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